FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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!!

Portland, OR - April 14th, 2015 -

!One Grand Gallery, a contemporary art and design gallery, is excited to present
international designer and artist, Craig Redman’s Third Parties. For the month of
May, One Grand will help facilitate Redman’s exploration of privacy and the shaping
of one’s online legacy in our digital age.

Hailing from Australia and working in New York City, Redman’s global influence has
reached from Parisian superstores to Chengdu street installations. Redman’s design
work reflects a bold, graphic, pared- down aesthetic that carries over into his
artwork. He is particularly known for his portraiture that has included Barack
Obama, Michelangelo Antonioni, Woody Allen and Lebron James. Redman also
illustrates a cult hit blog called Darcel Disappoints.

!Redman’s May exhibition, Third Parties, will showcase Redman’s portraiture and

comment on privacy in a media-saturated world. Redman grapples with how much of
one's identity can be erased before a person's true self is masked or freshly created.
The uniformly sized portraits of his friends and acquaintances represents a mini
society that are then partially obscured with oversized graphic shapes, alluding to
the question of how much of our personalities are abstracted and how much is
revealed.

!Redman addresses the current state of our online culture by lifting the mask of online
anonymity. It's fundamentally a matter of authenticity and the power of the individual
to shape one's own history. One Grand Gallery invites you to enter the matrix and
explore the boundaries of identity in cyberspace.

THIRD PARTIES
May 1st - 30th, 2015

!
!
Gallery Hours

Opening Reception
Friday, May 1st from 7:00-10:00PM
One Grand Gallery
1000 E Burnside, Portland, OR, 97214
Wednesday - Sunday 12:00AM-6:00PM
or by appointment

Founded in 2012, One Grand Gallery is a contemporary art and design gallery, a publisher, an agent of creative
instigation and a producer of art objects. For more information, visit www.onegrandgallery.com,
www.instagram.com/OneGrandGallery, and www.facebook.com/OneGrandGallery.	
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